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BoxGods Seer Deck Box Red

Special Price

$24.50 was
$35.00

Product Images
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Short Description
Designed and built from the ground up for serious gamers who demand serious protection for their most
valuable decks.
Featuring an aerospace grade machined aluminum chassis, dual four port magnetic covers, and two acrylic
viewports for showing off your favorite cards.
The three compartment design has room for 100 sleeved cards in the primary bay and space for an
additional 30 cards in the secondary bay. The "basement" is perfect for ancillary items like dice.
SEER®. Quality you can feel in the solid heft of aluminum, see in the premium two-toned anodizing and hear
in the reassuring click of the magnetic covers.

Description
Designed and built from the ground up for serious gamers who demand serious protection for their most
valuable decks.
Featuring an aerospace grade machined aluminum chassis, dual four port magnetic covers, and two acrylic
viewports for showing off your favorite cards.
The three compartment design has room for 100 sleeved cards in the primary bay and space for an
additional 30 cards in the secondary bay. The "basement" is perfect for ancillary items like dice.
SEER®. Quality you can feel in the solid heft of aluminum, see in the premium two-toned anodizing and hear
in the reassuring click of the magnetic covers.
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Features
Aluminum Chassis.
The high strength chassis is precision machined from series 6063 structural aluminum with a satin finish to
minimize fingerprints and features two-toned anodizing for exceptional durability.

Feel The Force.
Four point magnetic closures on both covers ensure a securely closed box that you can hear in the
reassuringly solid "click". Machined thumb slots make opening your box easy.

It's All About The Details.
World class design, top quality materials, and precision machining all come together for a top tier fit and
finish unmatched by any other Deck Box on the market.

Additional Information
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Brand

BoxGods

SKU

BG-DB-SA-RD-D

Weight

1.5000

Color

Black/Red

Material

Aluminum

Special Price

$24.50
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